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SEPTEMBER 26, 2009 WAS AN EXCITING DAY AT THE WAYSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH, 2091

HOWLONG AVENUE, GREENVILLE, SC 29609.  People came from as far away as CHICAGO and

NORTHERN PENNSYLVANIA!  A couple came from KENTUCKY, as well as ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA,

and various places in SOUTH CAROLINA, too.  PASTOR KEN RAINEY wanted to have a debate between a

well-known Bob Jones University teacher/preacher and my husband, Dr. D. A. Waite from THE BIBLE FOR

TODAY & THE DEAN BURGON SOCIETY in Collingswood, NJ.  Pastor Rainey asked one man.  He

declined.  Another man also declined. These men were DR. SAMUEL SCHNAITER and DR. MARK

MINNICK.

DOES THE CRITICAL TEXT CONTAIN DOCTRINAL ERRORS?
SO, PASTOR RAINEY ASKED MY HUSBAND TO SPEAK BY HIMSELF WITH A DIFFERENT KIND

OF FORMAT.  The subject was “DOES THE CRITICAL TEXT CONTAIN DOCTRINAL ERRORS?”  Drs.

Schnaiter & Minnick have written that the CRITICAL TEXT does not have “doctrinal errors.”  Aiding Dr.

Waite, in his presentation, were Dr. H. D. Williams of Cleveland, Georgia, as well as PASTOR RAINEY

from Greenville who, by the way, gave the keynote introductory address with questions. 

THE 278 POWER-POINT PRESENTATION WAS UNIQUE!    In fact, if you want a copy of the blue booklet

used at the conference to hold in your hands, ORDER BFT #3418 @ $12.00 + $4.00 S&H.  Everyone at

the meeting were given one FREE!  The booklet will be profitable for you, as you study along with the

material on the RED BOX on our web site (www.BibleForToday.org)  I hope you avail yourself of both. 

Perhaps, you would like to order the presentation for yourself on a disc.  If so, ask for BFT #3445DV1-2

@ $15.00 + $5.00 S&H!  Or order the old-fashioned cassette tapes (BFT #3445/1-5 @ $15.00 + $5,00

S&H).

ONE OF THE BEST FEATURES OF THIS 4½-to 5-hour PRESENTATION WAS THE TEN-TO FIFTEEN-

MINUTE “QUESTION & ANSWER” PERIODS IMMEDIATELY AFTER EACH  35-minute LECTURE.  Then there was

a ten-minute break.  I really liked this format!  Usually my husband speaks longer before the Q&A; and

sometimes there is no break to speak of.  

WORDS LEFT OUT IN JOHN 3:15
THE ORIGINAL RESOLUTION PRESENTED TO THE MEN WHO REFUSED TO DEBATE WAS

“RESOLVED THAT THE CRITICAL TEXT CONTAINS DOCTRINAL ERRORS.”  For instance, Dr. Waite

quoted from four quotes from DR. MINNICK’S “BJU approved” book, From the Mind of God to the Mind

of Man where he wrote that there were not doctrinal errors.  One quote, for instance, used by Dr. Waite

to show Critical Text errors was  John 3:15.  The KJB’s Greek base is the TEXTUS RECEPTUS; therefore,

the King James Bible has “SHOULD NOT PERISH.”   Those words are not in the NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION, NEW 
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AMERICAN STANDARD VERSION, THE  ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION, THE HOLMAN CHRISTIAN STANDARD VERSION, 

or the NEW KING JAMES VERSION STUDY BIBLE FOOTNOTES.  By the way, the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION is based

on the same faulty Greek text as the REVISED STANDARD VERSION  that caused such an uproar almost sixty-years ago in

the FUNDAMENTAL CHRISTIAN CAMP.  Bible believers would not be caught dead with an RSV in their hands!  HOW

TIMES HAVE CHANGED! 

WORDS LEFT OUT IN JOHN 6:47
THEN OF THE THIRTEEN QUOTES FROM DR. SCHNAITER’S BOOK, BIBLE PRESERVATION AND THE

PROVIDENCE OF GOD. let me give you just one: John 6:47, where Jesus says in the King James

Version of the Bible:  Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth ON ME hath everlasting life. 

Several of the modern versions, taken from the Critical Text, leave the “ON ME” out of this verse.  As the

reader reads the verse, he is at loss as in WHOM or in WHAT he is supposed to believe!  “On me” is not

there! The new versions, which leave “on me” out of their translation of this verse, are the NIV, the NASV,

the ESV, the HCSB, and the NKJV study-bible-footnotes. There are probably others, but Dr Waite did not

mention them in his talks.

My husband has written extensively on these men’s claim that there are no doctrinal differences in

the translations--apart from the King James Bible.  Maybe you can recognize some of his books: 

BOOKS BY DR. WAITE ON THE SUBJECT 

SHIPPING & HANDLING IS $5.00

i FUNDAMENTALIST MIS-INFORMATION ON BIBLE VERSIONS (BFT#2974@$7.00+)
i FUNDAMENTALIST DECEPTION ON BIBLE PRESERVATION (BFT#3234@$12.00+ S&H.)
iBOB JONES UNIVERSITY’S ERRORS ON BIBLE PRESERVATION  (BFT#3259 @$8.00 + 
   S&H) 
iDEFENDING THE KING JAMES BIBLE (BFT#1594 @$12.00 +$5.00 S&H)

I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU AFTER YOU VIEW THE SEPTEMBER 26TH

GREENVILLE MEETING.   It was an historic day!

REMAIN IN OUR PLACE
If you’re discontented and unhappy

And your place and purpose grows dim,

There is always a ship at Joppa

If you don’t want to stay and win.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27  TH

IN GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
READ ON!   I WANT TO TELL YOU ABOUT SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 2009.  Though Sunday morning

and evening were not as well attended as the Saturday sessions, because people had their

responsibilities toward their own churches, it was good!   DANIEL WAITE, who is the main man

(except DR. WAITE) here in Collingswood at THE BIBLE FOR TODAY, had a late start for his lesson

because he had to adjust the “live streaming” (in Collingswood) in our home church, as well as the

“streaming” in Greenville.  It is a wonder to me, how he can come into a church that is empty of “LIVE

STREAMING” on the internet, and wire that church up, so it can be seen around the world!

DANIEL S. WAITE, M.A., M.DIV., SPOKE ON “GRADUALISM”

IN THE PAST, IN THE PRESENT, & IN THE FUTURE
WHEN DANIEL’S LESSON BEGAN, I PRICKED UP MY EARS BECAUSE OF THE SUBJECT!  He gave a

provocative Sunday School lesson.  He used as his base, an article from THE BURNING BUSH (Volume 15.

Number 2–July 2009), the theological journal of the FAR EASTERN BIBLE COLLEGE in Singapore.  His title was

GRADUALISM!  He reminded us that over one-hundred years ago, MODERNISM invaded the beliefs of Bible

believers. Because of the onslaught on the Scripture then, it crept into the theological world in the days

of my grandparents and before, and is accepted by “liberals” as truth TODAY!
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“GRADUALISM” IN OUR DAY
TODAY, IN THE PRESENT BIBLE VERSION PRESERVATION ISSUE, GRADUALISM HAS RAISED ITS UGLY

HEAD ONCE AGAIN!  He quoted various “Critical Text” men who were, and are, considered by most as

“Fundamentalist.”  (Did you know that there is a current movement, by some, to discard the term “Fundamentalist”
because it includes non-Baptist people.  This is the view of EMMANUEL BAPTIST SEMINARY in Connecticut as mentioned

in one of their quarterly publications.)  Getting back to THE BURNING BUSH article, quoted by MR. WAITE,

you will be shocked when you learn of the statements, of “scholars,” we consider to be “Fundamentalists,”

regarding the “preservation” of the Bible.  These men are considered theological leaders of our day.  Some

quotes go as far as to say that Bible “preservation” is completely lost today.  He QUOTED THE FOLLOWING:

i KEVIN BAUDER, president of CENTRAL BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY who

said. “He (God) might preserve some words and He might permit some to be lost, depending

upon His own purpose.”

i STEWART CUSTER. a former & loved professor at BOB JONES UNIVERSITY said,

in 1984, concerning God’s Word that it was buried “in the sands of Egypt.” 

 i LARRY OATS of MARANATHA BAPTIST BIBLE COLLEGE in Waterdown, Wisconsin,

is quoted. He said “God could have preserved His word, but, history proves He did not.”

i WILLIAM COMBS of DETROIT BAPTIST SEMINARY asserts, “The Bible does not teach

its own perfect preservation, and it is a serious error to claim otherwise.”

Because it is so startling, YOU MUST ORDER THIS TALK by DANIEL WAITE (BFT #3445/5a

Cassette tape @ $4.00 + $1.00+S&H)     

  or  YOU CAN CLICK ON BibleForToday.org AND VIEW IT ON THE RED BOX.  It is a must read! 

If you turn from the task of the present

To follow a beckoning star,

There is always a ship at Joppa

To take you from where you are.

H. D. WILLIAMS M.D., Ph.D. ADDRESSED LYING 
HIS BURDEN IS FOR TRUTH!

Dr. Williams told the people, there in Greenville,  that he had a heavy burden!  His burden

was for TRUTH!  In our recent days, he has noticed that a “spin” has been placed on TRUTH!  AGAR, in

Proverbs 30:1-9 had the same burden as Dr. Williams when AGAR wrote, “REMOVE FAR FROM ME

VANITY AND LIES!”  It seems that AGAR was acquainted with the spiritual battle that Paul spoke of in

Ephesians 6:12.  Deceit has been with us since the Garden of Eden.  It is not new.  Dr. Williams stated that 

this “spiritual battle” is between the believer and the fallen angels–those beings that followed Satan after

his fall!   

DECEIT OR LYING COMES IN MANY FORMS!
HE FEELS THAT “DECEIT” HAS RISEN HIGH ON THE SEA OF SIN TODAY!  This “deceit” or “lying”

comes in many forms.  As we draw to the end of the age, DECEIT–and all its ramifications–is raising its ugly

head in frightening proportions.  

SOME SYNONYMS OF “LYING ” THAT WE RECOGNIZE ARE THE FOLLOWING:

LIAR, DECEIT, VILE, HYPOCRISY, PHONY, DISHONEST, FABRICATION,

PREVARICATION, FALSE, FAKE, FRAUD, TWO FACED, & DOUBLE DEALING,

etc. etc. etc. 

The psalmist wrote “Remove from me the way of lying.   . . .I have chosen the way of truth!”

(Psalm 119:29-30) “Thou shalt destroy them that speak leasing (or lying)!”

CALLED A LIAR AT THE JUDGMENT SEAT OF CHRIST
DR. WILLIAMS SAID THAT THE LORD HATES A DECEITFUL MAN!  Emphatically, he declared, “Nothing

frightens me more than if I stand before the judgment seat of Christ and be called a liar!”  He also

declared, “You lie to me once, don’t lie to me twice.  You lie to me thrice–THAT’S IT!”  He told how

he had to deal with a lying tongue in his own family.  It was not easy; but, it had to be done!
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BOB JONES III WROTE THAT DR. WAITE 

CAUSED DIVISION 
IN THE BODY OF CHRIST

IN ILLUSTRATING HIS POINT, DR. WILLIAM’S REFERRED TO A LETTER WRITTEN TO DR. WAITE BY DR.

BOB JONES III.  (It was in March 2000.)  The then president of Bob Jones University accused my husband

of causing a division in the body of Christ when Dr. Waite taught about the various false statements made

by BJU teachers on textual matters.  The question was posed by my husband, “Who departed from the

RECEIVED GREEK TEXT that was used for 1500 years in the churches?”    Of course, it was all those who

fell for the Westcott & Hort Greek Texts.  They now use the Nestle-Aland, United Bible Societies,  or other

Critical Texts in their classrooms.  THE DAY BEFORE, THERE IN GREENVILLE,  DR. WAITE QUOTED 17

STATEMENTS FROM THE BOOKS OF TWO OF THE BJU TEACHERS THAT DECLARED THAT THERE WERE

ABSOLUTELY NO DOCTRINAL ERRORS IN THE CRITICAL GREEK TEXT.  They were proven wrong!

DO WE HAVE “WORDS DEISTS” TODAY?
IN CLOSING, DR. WILLIAMS SAID,  “WE HAVE “WORDS DEISTS” TODAY!”  When speaking

of the preservation of the WORDS OF GOD, he said that some seem to teach that God gave “the

Words” and then abandoned them!     Be sure to click on our website for Dr. Williams’ Greenville sermon

(BibleForToday.org, or order the audio cassette, BFT #3445/4b @ $4.00 + $1.00 + S&H) 

WHAT HAPPENED YESTERDAY?
THE FINAL GREENVILLE SERVICE AT WAYSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH WAS A “CATCH-UP” MESSAGE OR

REVIEW.  Dr. Waite’s title was a catchy one, called “WHAT HAPPENED YESTERDAY?” Some were

disappointed.  They thought he was going to preach.  It was a catchy title for a good sermon, yes!  But Dr.

Waite reviewed what had happened on Saturday afternoon.  He wanted people to know what they had

witnessed, for it was an historic conference “streamed” all over the world!  Click on our web page.   BibleForToday.org!

But you’ll miss the blessing He gives you

If you wander away from His place;

For there’s a fare to be paid Joppa

If you do not remain in your place.
(This poem was written by GERTRUDE SANBORN 

from the book, WITH TEARS IN MY HEART.)  

MORE ON GAIL RIPLINGER
RIPLINGER LIES ABOUT HER FORMER MARRIAGES

I CALLED GAIL PERSONALLY
“IS IT TRUE YOU HAVE BEEN MARRIED THREE TIMES?” 

Before the Dean Burgon meeting–which was in Chicago the middle of July 2009–I decided it was time

to expose Gail Riplinger’s lies concerning her three marriages.  PREVIOUSLY, MY HUSBAND AND I HAD

CALLED HER ON THE PHONE IN 2007.  I  ASKED HER, MYSELF, IF SHE HAD BEEN MARRIED

TWICE, BEFORE SHE MARRIED MIKE RIPLINGER.  I ASKED HER IF SHE HAD BEEN DIVORCED

TWICE BEFORE HER MARRIAGE TO HER PRESENT HUSBAND.   You see, we had received copies

of three marriage licenses from people.  THEY SAID SHE HAD BEEN MARRIED THRICE AND

DIVORCED TWICE BEFORE HER PRESENT MARRIAGE.  Because Mrs. Riplinger said she was not

married to ANYONE but Mike, in her defense, we believed her.  So we  always told people what

she told us: “She said she was never married before.  She told us so in her own words!”  

ONLY ONE HUSBAND EVER!
 THEN IN 2008, WE DISCOVERED SHE LIED TO US!   Up until this time, we believed whatever she said to us, for
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we thought she was a woman of truth!   In 2008, we learned THROUGH A FRIEND, who had a friend, that GAIL RIPLINGER

was known as Mrs.  FRANK KALEDA at OHIO’S KENT UNIVERSITY.  (Frank was her second husband.)  This surprised

us greatly, as she had denied any other marriages except to MIKE RIPLINGER.  So we  made some investigations of our own

in 2009; but I did not know how, when, or why to reveal it.  

GAIL UPSET OVER AN ARTICLE SHE DID NOT WRITE
IT WAS ACTUALLY GAIL RIPLINGER, HERSELF, THAT PROVOKED ME TO EXPOSE HER MARRIAGE LIE! 

 SHE WAS DISTRESSED THAT “HER RIPLINGER NAME” WAS ON AN ARTICLE IN THE LANDMARK BAPTIST

ANCHOR WHICH SHE DID NOT WRITE!  THE ANCHOR is published OUT OF LANDMARK BAPTIST COLLEGE IN

HAINES CITY, FLORIDA!  

IT STIRRED ME TO ACTION!!   She did not want any lie told about her in regards to the authorship

of the bogus article.  It turned out that it was written by a man named HERB EVANS–a real RUCKMAN

FOLLOWER.  (She appears to be a PETER RUCKMAN runner-up, herself,–and even worse!)  

GAIL WAS HORRIFIED THAT HER NAME WAS ON AN ARTICLE, AS THE AUTHOR, THAT SHE HAD NOT

WRITTEN!  In truth, she did not write it!   MY COMMENT:   It appears to me that Mrs. Riplinger does not care

if she misquotes other people wrongly–just so no one misquotes her!  

I WROTE A LETTER TO HER IN JULY ‘09
I SENT AN ORIGINAL WITH PICTURES BY PDF E-MAIL

All this information is in my long letter, written to her in  July ’09--just prior to the July 22-23  DEAN

BURGON SOCIETY ANNUAL MEETING.  I had hoped she would answer me before the DBS WOMEN on July 22,

2009.  I was in a personal quandary.  I had already PREVIOUSLY called her on the telephone.  It was then that

she lied to me and to my husband!  I saw no point in calling her again.  I felt she would continue to lie to me. 

It took me much longer to write that July letter than I expected it to take.  It was a letter of personal,

emotional pain.  (Perhaps she would call and explain.) Because I  wanted her to receive it quickly and hear her

response (if she had any), I sent the first copy of the letter to Mrs. Riplinger by a PDF E-MAIL.  It

must have gotten there prior to the DBS meeting.  If she had her e-mail/computer with her--if she 

were out of town--she would have received my PDF.  Then-- I sent a paper copy of the letter BY NEXT

DAY UPS  to what I thought was her home address–according to the  phone company.   (Our BFT shipper said

the UPS letter would not be delivered to a box.  All I had was a box number.)  The telephone company was called and we

sent the UPS letter to the address the phone company gave us.  I did not realize that her home address was a rural route

box number.   I do not do the shipping in the BIBLE FOR TODAY.   United Parcel does not usually ship to box numbers.

PICTURES OF SECOND WEDDING DAY
I HAD PROOF POSITIVE THAT SHE WAS MARRIED TO A SECOND HUSBAND!  I had TWO pictures of

her on GAIL’S  happy SECOND  wedding day. (Ask us for a copy of this 21- page GAIL RIPLINGER LETTER 

BFT# 3420 @$4.00 +$2.00 S&H)   I do not send the pictures in the letter (BFT #3420) as a courtesy to the man

who gave them to a friend for me; but I did show them in Chicago to the women–and I think they are on

the web for the DBS WOMEN ‘09.  THOSE WEDDING PICTURES WERE THE FINAL PROOF OF HER LIE! 

People may lie, but pictures don’t!   I DID SHOW THEM TO THE DBS WOMEN.  This exposure has not

been easy for me!   (And not for her either!)

DID MY UPS MAIL-LETTER GO TO THE WRONG HOUSE?
I sent the “UPS  Mail letter” to what turned out to be her daughter’s home (according to the

daughter).  I thought it was Gail’s home.  Since then, I have discovered that her daughter’s home

and GAIL’s home are in the same place or property.  So both the box number and the street address

are to the same location.  (For some reason, her married daughter still has her phone listed under her maiden name

of “RIPLINGER” and not her married name--because the daughter said it was her house & not her mother’s.)    

Because her daughter interceded for her mother, Gail may not have received the UPS mail

letter addressed to her, I SENT A THIRD PAPER COPY (ADDRESSED TO GAIL RIPLINGER to the box

number that we have for her book deliveries.   Her daughter had opened my letter THAT WAS ADDRESSED TO

HER MOTHER, NOT HER, and answered it.  
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I received the DAUGHTER’S LETTER by E-MAIL when we got home from Chicago.  MRS.

RIPLINGER HAS NEVER RESPONDED, HERSELF, TO MY LETTER!  Evidently, my letter was not as

important as having her name put on an article she did not write in the LANDMARK BAPTIST

ANCHOR. That ANCHOR LIE WAS DREADFUL FOR HER--BUT THE FACT  THAT SHE LIED ABOUT HER

MARRIAGES WAS NOT!  I guess!. 

SINCE THE DAUGHTER TOLD ME THAT I SENT THE LETTER TO HER ADDRESS AND NOT HER

MOTHER’S, I WAS BAFFLED.  According to the phone company, this was the RIPLINGER ADDRESS; yet,

according to the “never-tell-a-lie” daughter, it was not her mother’s address.  It was her (Bryn’s)

address.  

We recently saw some copies of legal papers from the AV PUBLICATION CORPORATION 2008 annual

report, where the legal address of the corporation is 386 HAINTED ROCK LANE, ARARAT, VA.  24053.  That

is the very address where I sent the UPS letter to Mrs. Riplinger that her daughter said was sent

to her address instead of her mother’s.  I have been told on good authority that this Hainted Rock Lane address is 

the same place as the Route 1,Box 124; Ararat, Virginia address.  THE BIG FUSS THAT IS BEING MADE BY THE

RIPLINGERS IS THAT I DIDN’T SEND MY LETTER TO THE ADDRESS I HAVE KNOWN FOR MANY YEARS.  THIS

IS JUST “SMOKE.”  It may be another case of denying public records!  Or there may be more than one house on the property. 

 TWO UNCONSUMMATED MARRIAGES?  

PAPER HUSBANDS
 SO, THROUGH HER DAUGHTER, Bryn Shutt,  MRS. RIPLINGER IS SAYING THAT HER TWO FORMER “HUSBANDS”

WERE ONLY “HUSBANDS ON PAPER!”   She reported that these “paper husbands” were “losers.”  According

to the daughter, Gail is claiming that both husbands never consummated the marriages and at least one was a “homosexual.” 

 I do not know if this is true or false.  No claim was made on the divorce papers that there was “homosexuality,” or “no consummation”

of either of the marriages.  My husband called a brother of the second husband asking about the “homosexuality;” but, he would not

talk to him.  All I do know is that Riplinger has gone around ministering in churches and colleges,

receiving an honorary degree--without being forthcoming about her previous two marriages and two

divorces.  She has now come out with a new definition of “marriage.” – It is called “a marriages on paper only.”  

 “ANOMALY” OR “HOMOSEXUALITY”??
STRAINED FRIENDSHIPS

THE DAUGHTER WROTE AN ARTICLE IN THE SEPTEMBER ‘09 LANDMARK BAPTIST ANCHOR

that said, concerning Riplinger’s first two husbands the following: “These men’s physical anomaly or

homosexuality, neither of which she had anticipated, deferred anything but a strained friendship,

wrought with their cruelty.   

HER GRACIOUS PATIENCE
I looked up the word, “anomaly.”  In my computer dictionary it means “rare”–perhaps “irregular.”  

The daughter goes on, “Many years before she met my father, her gracious patience had left her waiting

many years for the return and repentance of the one, now dead, who had abandoned her almost from the

start to pursue his homosexual lifestyle. . . .” 

COMPLETE ABANDONMENT    
I am trying to reconcile the fact that we were told in our own investigation that she and the second

husband lived in a trailer near Kent University, and they attended church and Bible studies with our informant.

Of course, this does not prove that the husbands did, or did not have “physical anomaly,” or were 

“homosexual”; but, it shows that they lived together with the appearance of “man and wife.”   (I know of

a woman married to a man for thirteen years, and left the marriage a virgin.)  I am not doubting the sexual

conditions, though I question them.  But I am doubting the complete abandonment.   Also, after one “rare”

marriage, why would a woman step into a second one? 

FIVE YEARS & A HOUSE
A source has come to us which summarizes well GAIL’S first two marriages with legal

papers to prove the words.  The source says that on the first divorce papers, there is no claim that the

first husband, Mr. Latessa, could not consummate their marriage, or that he was a homosexual.  In fact
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they remained married for five years and bought a house together.

FOUR YEARS, A HOUSE, A CORPORATION
The divorce records and deed records show she and MR. KALEDA, the second husband

(who is deceased), bought a house in Kent, Ohio, four years into their marriage.   That shows he

did not abandon her immediately, as her daugher falsely claims.  Proof of this is a public record.  Four years

into their marriage, FRANK & GAIL KALEDA filed together, with the OHIO SECRETARY OF STATE, to start

a corporation called TRUTH AND LIFE.  They both signed legal papers, listing the address in a trailer–-

probably the one I referred to in another part of this UPDATE.  Of interest, Gail married her present

husband, Mike, two months after her divorce from Kaleda.  By the way, Gail did not claim “abandonment”

or “homosexuality” as the reason for the divorce, or any request for an annulment because of any “physical

anomaly” for either man.   I am not saying these personal complaints were not there, but I question them. 

They were not listed for reasons for divorcing.   Nor was the humiliation severe enough, if it were true, for

her to get out of the marriages immediately!  How can I believe Gail or Bryn about anything??!!

 WHY DID GAIL RIPLINGER LIE?

WHAT IS TRUTH?
I REALIZE THAT IN BIBLE BELIEVING CAMPS THERE IS A CONTROVERSY OVER THE

DEFINITION OF “INSPIRATION,” AS WELL AS THE “MARRIAGE & DIVORCE QUESTION”--BUT MY

“BEEF,” IN ALL OF THIS SAD SITUATION, IS WITH TRUTH vs. LIES! 

WHAT BOTHERS ME IS THAT GAIL LUDWIG LATESSA KALEDA RIPLINGER LIED TO ME WHEN MY

HUSBAND AND I ASKED HER DIRECTLY IF SHE HAD ANY OTHER HUSBAND BUT HER PRESENT ONE, MIKE

RIPLINGER.   SHE SAID NO!   No matter how I posed the question, she said, “NO!”   

I know people who are divorced and remarried–some more than once–and they have never

lied to me about it–or to others.  They may not be proud of their past lives, but they are honest!  Here

is a woman who is featured as a “self-taught-authority” on the King James Bible teaching her own brand of false 
“inspiration,” influencing thousands of people to her way of thinking, and manifesting a marriage & divorce pattern to
be followed by other unhappy women..  YET, SHE COULD NOT BE HONEST ABOUT HER PERSONAL MARRIAGE

HISTORY TO ME!   No wonder some of her statements in her books are not factual!    

WHEN DID THE TRUTH COME OUT?
I really do not know WHEN the truth came out about Mrs. Riplinger’s PREVIOUS marriages! 

Personally, I don’t think it was before the LANDMARK BAPTIST ANCHOR attributed Herb Evan’s

article to her. (I DON’T KNOW.)  If I remember, that FALSE AUTHORSHIP was revealed in July,

2009 or so.  Perhaps her daughter’s defense of her mother’s marriages, that was published on

the HYLES ANDERSON COLLEGE’S ALUMNI’S website (NOT SURE IT IS AN OFFICIAL WEBSITE),

was posted before the DEAN BURGON SOCIETY MET IN MID-JULY ‘09.  Maybe after???  (Someone

mailed it to us after DBS was over and after DAUGHTER BRYN wrote to me defending her

mother.)  It is not my practice to search the internet very much at all.  I have all I can do to take

care of my own affairs.

Bryn RIPLINGER Shutt’s words on that website, with some modification, were almost exactly

the same words the daughter e-mailed me around July 21.  Also, they are similar words (with some

EDITORIAL facts ???) written in a recent LANDMARK BAPTIST ANCHOR out of Haines City, Florida. 

I DO NOT CLAIM TO BE THE ONE WHO BROKE THIS STORY!   I was not trying to be a news breaker.

I felt compelled to tell it!   It was one of the hardest things I had to do!  I REALIZE that many people have

been persuaded to defend the King James Bible because of GAIL RIPLINGER!   I do not take any of that fact

from her.  To write about this was one of the most difficult things I have had to do.  I felt it had to be told. 

I don’t know what caused Mrs. Riplinger to “fess up”–but I am glad she finally has admitted her

marriage/divorce history!    

BUT AS I WRITE NOW, A THOUGHT HAS COME TO ME. The “source” who gave us the TWO KALEDA

WEDDING PICTURES asked me for Gail Riplinger’s phone number.  I gave it to him from my personal file. 

If her former brother-in-law phoned her, then she would have been aware of my investigation.   That would

have caused the flurry of writing the “truth” (according to Gail Riplinger) by BRYN RIPLINGER SHUTT!  I

have no idea if this is true or not–just conjecture on my part!  
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MORE UNTRUTHS BY RIPLINGER 

SHE HAS PREVARICATED IN OTHER AREAS BESIDES HER MARRIAGES.  She lied that our oldest son said that

SCRIVENER “backwards translated” his Greek New Testament from English to Greek.  I covered that falsehood in THE GAIL

LETTER (BFT #3420 @ $4.00 + $2.00 S&H).   Our son, D. A. Waite, Jr.,  never said that.  But she said he did.   Does that make

it true?  Who will be the  hundreds of preacher-men, who will sit at her feet and learn that wrong fact which is a serious lie ?     

A WOMAN TOLD US RECENTLY THAT SHE WAS READING RIPLINGER’S HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, AND

SAW OUR SON’S NAME IN THERE.  She said to her husband, “I didn’t know that Dr. Waite’s son believed Scrivener backward

translated his Greek from the English!”   Well, he doesn’t!   That is one of Riplinger’s lies!  How many others are believing  this

Riplinger lie, I don’t know!

RECENTLY IT WAS POINTED OUT TO ME ANOTHER GROSS ERROR IN THE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

BROCHURE.  Riplinger’s HAZARDOUS MATERIALS book, not only gives false information regarding D. A.

Waite, Jr.’s “supposedly” claiming “back translation” by Scrivener, when he never said it; but, the part which

mentioned DR. MAURICE A. ROBINSON’S name. Somehow Riplinger makes Robinson the editor of THE

INTERLINEAR LITERAL TRANSLATION of THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT–which title refers to George Ricker

Berry’s *1897* INTERLINEAR, and nothing else! The truth is that the  only  “INTERLINEAR BIBLE” that

Dr. Robinson worked on was JAY GREEN’S “INTERLINEAR BIBLE–and then, he worked “only” on

the OLD TESTAMENT portion!  Where will her lies stop?

Then, this same person drew an astute conclusion:   “Apparently Riplinger has a severe problem in getting her

facts correct, and one must wonder whether to believe anything she says, particularly with what appears to be her massive ‘conspiracy

theory’ denigrating any and all resources that deal with the original language texts,  lexicons, and study materials!”.   

I could not have said it better.

POSTMODERNIST LYING
TRUTH IS RELATIVE & SUBJECTIVE

THE END JUSTIFIES THE MEANS
I was re-listening to one of my past radio programs on THE EMERGENT CHURCH (JFWCD-11

7).  I was quoting several men on the subject.  One was Dr. Jeffery Koo from Singapore.  HE WAS

GIVING A DEFINITION OF WHO A POST MODERNIST was.  My ears pricked up.  It seemed to me

that the definition fits Mrs. Riplinger to a “T” in regards to her lying about never having been

married before!   Let me write it out for you today.  

“The POST MODERNIST, in his pessimism, will conclude that TRUTH is relative and
subjective.  There is no such thing as an absolute or subjective truth. TRUTH CAN BE
ANYTHING AND ANYWHERE.  Whatever claims to be true or truth is met with
scepticism.  Pragmatism takes over.  What everworks must be right and good!  The end
justifies the means, even if the means of getting there is morally wrong.”

GAIL RIPLINGER IS A PRAGMATIC! 

DR. WAITE AND I CAME TO GAIL AS A FRIEND, AND AS A FRIEND, SHE LIED TO US.  I’ve come to the

conclusion that she is a “postmodernist” person.  Her truth is her truth.  It may or may not be my truth! 

It may not be THE TRUTH!  She was married three times and divorced twice.  THAT IS A FACT!  I asked her

if she were ever married to anyone but Mike, and she said emphatically, “NO!”   I did not ask her if she

consummated the marriages.  I asked if she were married.  SHE IS A PRAGMATIST.  She makes her truth

to be her truth and not necessarily THE TRUTH!

In God’s care.

Yvonne S. Waite, for Dr. Waite, too


